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corresponding conditions for research, diversity, work with various age
segments of the audience and of course, quality breakthroughs. Previously mentioned permanent employment support enabled the establishment and survival
of specific occupations, for example the establishment of a puppet workshop
UROŠ
		

70 years of existence is definitely not a guarantee of the

(studio), which develops and maintains specific and shortage occupations and

KORENČAN
		

quality of service and in the case of the theatre work in

puppet making skills. In recent years it has been also a priceless potential, from

GENERAL
		

particular, it is not a guarantee of the quality or excellence

which the theatre benefits when planning its international cooperation projects.

MANAGER
		

of artistic creation. On the contrary, in most cases artistic

		

creative collectives tire out in less than ten years; then fol-

The puppet making technology (including different techniques and materi-

		

lows a period of stagnation, recycling and repetition of old

als) comprises valuable knowledge, best upgraded and transmitted through

		

successful formulas, and then… time passes by…

common work and sharing people’s experiences from different workshops. We
will therefore continue to strive for mutual connection and collaboration in the

As far as its artistic production is concerned, the Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana

field of puppet making technologies. Even more exposed specific staff profile are

is an extremely contemporary, up-to-date and competitive company even

the theatre’s performers. The contemporary puppet theatre requires from its

within the European cultural space. I am not saying that it has always been

actors an extremely wide range of skills, which radically narrows the recruit-

like that, since in the seven decades of work there must have been a myriad of

ment of relevant artists on the “labour market”. That makes us even more proud

oscillations in the daring, quality as well as the range of the artistic production

of our acting ensemble, as well as of its skills and psychophysical condition. It is

of this public institution. A historical look back shows many a thing, whereas an

only with the best people we have been able to achieve such remarkable results

in-depth research may reveal an enormous amount of detail, but still, a proper

– both as far as the quantity indicators are concerned (more than 700 perfor-

understanding of the social importance of the theatre within a larger area can

mances per year), as well as at the level of aesthetic and performing quality.

be established only through a proper understanding of the space (or context)
in a specific period of time. It is hard to judge which years in particular were

Last but not least, the mentioned stable theatrical system allows for reliability

more favourable or fruitful for the theatre, when the aesthetic breakthroughs

in a variety of partnerships in the European cultural space. The theatre is open

have occurred and how much weight the individual performances of the LGL

for co-operation with artists and theatres from different cultural backgrounds,

(Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana) had in the European cultural space in the past.

because we are well aware of the fact that we can only develop theatrical expres-

I am therefore trying to focus on the time we live, on the LGL as it is today, and

siveness through respecting and using as broad spectrum of creative incentives,

to explain what does the phenomenon of our theatre mean today, what do we

knowledge and techniques of the wider cultural environment as possible.

offer, what are we good at and what is our advantage or rather speciality.
It is a complex and rich context, best seen and understood through visiting our
One of the fundamental features and advantages of the theatre stems from the

theatre’s performances. Therefore we warmly invite you to delve into the mani-

past, or the legacy of socialism. It is a specific production system, called a public

fold experience of our theatre!

institution, which still provides a fairly stable public financing of the theatrical
infrastructure, employment as well as programming costs. This allows us to
produce at least 10 novelties on annual basis – the quantity that establishes
8
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The upcoming season is actually conceived as an intersection of the seventy
years of the Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana (1948), which allows us to calmly
lean on our stable past and gaze into the future with curiosity and excitement.
In recent years, we have strengthened our position within the Slovenian theatre
A JDA ROOSS
		

“First there are dreams,

space, enjoyed a good response of both our professional public as well as of our

ARTISTIC
		

then there are journeys,

numerous spectators and properly positioned ourselves on the map of a variety

DIRECTOR
		

finally there is happiness,

of international activities. Our contents are daring, our genres are challenging

		

that you walked through the grieves,

and inspiring. We keep on surprising our audiences with a versatility of our

		

that ahead of you waiting is a myriad

staging expressions. Our shows stand at the crossroads of puppet theatre, new

		

of new things…” *

theatre forms, object theatre, theatre of shadows, and performance art... We

		

are interested in the theatre as a social experiment, and the main actor of its

The Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana is a principal Slovenian puppet theatre

performative laboratory remains our spectator, whom we strive to confront

boasting an acting ensemble of 24 members, producing every season, together

with new challenges time and again. Sometimes he traverses through different

with their guest artists, approximately 12 genre-, concept- and content wise

theatre spaces, unburdened of stage conventions, some other times he can even

diverse novelties. Its programme is conceived to fuse both the traditional

intervene in the stage action, turning it around or changing it completely. Thus

puppetry knowledge as well as bold exploration of the new one, enabled by the

the theatre becomes more and more live, unveiling in front of its spectators

development of modern technologies and new materials; its performances offer

a myriad of horizons, as well as opening up to them through the aesthetic

a variety of visual expressions, re-examine the proven puppet practices and

experience an insight beyond their daily routines and therefore inviting them to

confirm the endless and unimagined possibilities of puppet expression. Staged

immerse themselves into a committed relationship, new sensibility, coopera-

in our theatre are popular stories from national and international literary trea-

tion and reflection.

sure trove and also some less known original stories, conceived by Slovenian
and foreign theatre makers and their collaborators with their original theatre

Our theatre happens at the still point of the turning world: between standstill

expressions.

and movement, between sacred and profane, between breathing in and breathing out, between life and death, between fiction and reality. It will be a thought,

In recent seasons the theatre’s programme has also been co-created by some ac-

a hint, a memory, a sensation…

knowledged foreign top theatre creators, such as Renaud Herbin, Amit Drori, Fabrizo Montecchi, Chiara Guidi, Jiři Havelka, Duda Paiva, Ulrike Quade, Anja Suša…

Let the theatre excite us and charge our bodies!

Regularly preserved within our programme are also some 35 repeat performances from previous seasons. Doctor Faustus is a marionette miniature from
1938, conceived by Milan Klemenčič – the pioneer of Slovenian puppet theatre
–, whereas the classical marionette performance Žogica Marogica (Spotty the
Ball) by Jan Malík, directed by the founder of modern Slovenian puppet theatre

* Milan Dekleva: Sanje o govoreči češnji

Jože Pengov, remains continuously on our repertoire since its premiere in 1951.

(The Dreams of the Talking Cherry Tree),
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PERFORMANCES

BASED ON
THE PRINCESS AND THE PEA
BY H. C. ANDERSEN
L I T T L E L A M P, P E A
A N D T H E F E AT H E R
LUČKA, GRAH IN PERO

P R E M I E R E 2 0 15 | 35 M I N U T E S

Toddler show
THE PRINCESS AND THE PEA THAT LULLS THE YOUNGEST SPECTATORS INTO THEIR THEATRICAL DREAMS

Director Katja Povše | Visual designer Špela Trobec | Composer
Zvezdana Novaković | Costume designer Iztok Hrga | Lighting
designer Kristjan Vidner | Sound designer Izidor Kozelj
Performed by Miha Arh, Maja Kunšič, Zvezdana Novaković (harp)

Little Lamp, Pea and the Feather, inspired by The Princess and the Pea by H. C. Andersen, is an amazingly gentle performance that lulls toddlers into a pleasing emotional state through a colourful set design and intriguing, sensual effects – tolling of
little bells, playing of harp as well as repeating of simple sounds, syllables and words.
Its complex and interactive setting not only wakes up even the youngest viewers but
also maintains their attention, despite the fact that they may not be impressed by
the fairy tale’s story the same way as their somewhat older pals.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION Non-verbal | Minimum stage size 		
(length, depth, height) 11m x 12m x 5m | Staff on tour 6 | Audience
120, audience on stage

14
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HERVÉ TULLET
TURLUTUTU

P R E M I E R E 2 0 13

|

35 MINUTES

Puppet miniature-in-a-suitcase
A STAGED INTERACTIVE SEARCH FOR THE POPUL AR
CHARACTER FROM THE PICTURE BOOK BY HERVÉ
TULLET

Director Matija Solce | Dramaturg Mateja Bizjak Petit
Performed by Maja Kunšič
Coproduction of Ljubljana Puppet Theatre (Slovenia)
and Centre de Creations pour l’Enfance Tinqueux (France)

This puppet miniature-in-a-suitcase is based on an adventure taken by Turlututu – a character that has been created and developed for many years by the
renowned French illustrator and author Hervé Tullet. He takes the toddlers to the
world of fantasy by constantly adjusting himself to their perception, understanding, emotional experience, expression and social capacities. It is mostly a game
of investigation, speculation, repetition, questioning and imagination, which not
only amuses the children, but also engages them to participate. The play boasts
enough dynamics and sparkling ideas to reach the little viewers’ interest and
expectations as well as to successfully maintain them until its end.

2015 Best Performance, Golden Stick Festival, Ljubljana, Slovenia
2014 25 Golden Stars, Summer Puppet Pier, Maribor, Slovenia
2014 Innovating Interactivity, The Magic Curtain,
Targovishte, Bolgaria

16

TECHNICAL INFORMATION Non-verbal | Minimum stage size 		
(length, depth, height) 4m x 4m x 3,5m | Staff on tour 2 | Audience 80—100
17

K ATJ A G E H R M A N N
GOOSE THE BEAR
MEDVED IN MALI

P R E M I E R E 2 0 16

|

35 MINUTES

Puppet mix-up

A STORY ABOUT TOLERANCE
AND ACCEPTANCE OF DIVERSIT Y

Director Ivana Djilas | Visual designer Donna Wilson | Set designer
Ajda Vogelnik | Costume designer Jelena Proković | Composer Blaž
Celarec | Puppet technology designer Zoran Srdić | Lighting designer
Danilo Korelec | Musicians Blaž Celarec, Boštjan Gombač, Žiga
Golob, Uroš Rakovec, Adi Jakša, Marko Gregorič
Performed by Urška Hlebec, Maja Kunšič, Iztok Lužar

Goose the Bear is a seemingly simple mix-up. One day a little gosling hatches out
of a lost egg. From the first moment the little creature is absolutely convinced
that it is a bear, since the very first thing it sees is the Bear’s face. Hidden behind
the tale’s letters and imaginary forest’s trees are some essential questions about
coexistence and accepting of others. Is everything that seems different really so
different from us? How much of our time and attention we are ready to dedicate
to relationships with other people? Goose the Bear is a story about tolerance and
acceptance of diversity.

2017 Best Performance, Golden Stick Festival, Ljubljana, Slovenia
2017 Grand Prix, Best Acting and Animation (Maja Kunšič),
Best Puppet Design, Biennial of Puppetry Artists of Slovenia, 		
Maribor, Slovenia
18

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In Slovenian, English and German |
Minimum stage size (length, depth, height) 6m x 6m x 4m | Staff on tour 6 |
Audience Max. 100 | Special requirements In-floor screwing
19

KITT Y CROWTHER
S C R I T C H S C R AT C H
S C R AW W P L O P !
ŠKRT ŠKRT KRA ČOF!

P R E M I E R E 2 0 17

|

40 MINUTES

Puppet performance

A PLOPPING PERFORMANCE ABOUT THE FEAR
THAT ADDRESSES THE SENSES

Director Ivana Djilas | Visual, set and costume designer Barbara
Stupica | Composer Blaž Celarec | Lighting designer Kristjan
Vidner
Performed by Brane Vižintin, Aja Kobe, Klara Kastelec, Blaž Celarec

Scritch Scratch Scraww Plop! is a tender fairy tale for the youngest, which intertwines strong feelings and rich imaginations. A frog called Jeremy is afraid to go
to sleep. What is the scritch scratch scraww plop sound he can hear under his bed?
Jeremy’s father tries to convince him that there is nothing to be afraid of. Until he
lies down in bed and hears the fearful scritch scratch scraww plop sound himself.
When they both step out of the house, they discover that the scritch scratch is
coming from a mole digging a hole, the plop from a fish jumping out of water and
scraww from a nocturnal bird.
When they immerse themselves into the story about the night fears of the little
frog, the children become a bit afraid as well, because they identify with the main
character. Together with the frog, they search for a solution and seek solace, while
resolving their own tensions and troubles. “Stepping into” a theatre performance

TECHNICAL INFORMATION Non-verbal | Minimum stage size 		

can help children realise being small and fearful is not so bad. Such stories give

(length, depth, height) 5m x 6 m x 4,5m | Staff on tour 7 | Audience 100 |

important messages: that fear exists and that everyone can have their own fears.

Special requirements Water (pool) and splashing of water, on-stage

20

view (raked seating)
21

AQUARIUM
A K VA R I J

P R E M I E R E 2 0 17

|

40 MINUTES

Aquatic adventure

A PL AYFUL DEVISING SPICED UP WITH A PINCH
OF CHEMICAL L ABORATORY

Director and visual designer Miha Golob | Dramaturg Mojca Redjko |
Set designer Larisa Kazić | Composer Miha Arh | Lighting
designer Kristjan Vidner
Performed by Miha Arh, Gašper Malnar

Using a simple language of science this aquatic adventure tells a story about travelling, meeting and leave-taking. The concept of open staging encourages children’s
individual reflection and creative interpretation. This playful devising, spiced up
with a pinch of chemical laboratory, attempts to explain to the youngest audience
that idea is the most precious seed of development, that courage and perseverance
are important and that friendship is based on actions and lives in our hearts.
LGL explores different performing practices and thus, as in the case of Aquarium,
acquaints its audience (in collaboration with the Science on the Street and Small
Size projects) with the world of science through the puppetry arts.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION Non-verbal | Minimum stage size 		
(length, depth, height) 4m x 5m x 4m | Staff on tour 5 | Audience 100 |
Special requirements Total darkness and raked seating
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WOLF ERLBRUCH
D U C K , D E AT H A N D T H E T U L I P
R A Č K A , S M R T I N T U L I PA N
Shadow performance

P R E M I E R E 2 0 14

|

40 MINUTES

2016 Award for Poetic interpretation of a plot, Plovdiv, Bolgaria
2016 Grand Prix, Valise, Łomża, Poland

A PERFORMANCE ABOUT TRANSCIENCE OF LIFE, 		
AWARDED WITH 12 PRESTIGIOUS FESTIVAL AWARDS

Director Fabrizio Montecchi | Shadow puppets designer (based
on the illustrations by Wolf Erlbruch) Federica Ferrari | Composer
Mitja Vrhovnik Smrekar | Songwriter Jera Ivanc | Set and lightning
designer Fabrizio Montecchi
Performed by Polonca Kores, Asja Kahrimanović Babnik /
Martina Maurič Lazar

2016 Second Award, International Puppet Festival, Kragujevac, Serbia
2015 Best Animation, Best Music, PIF, Zagreb, Croatia
2015 Grand Prix, PIF, Zagreb, Croatia
2015 Best Music, PIF, Zagreb, Croatia
2015 Best Lightning Design, PIF, Zagreb, Croatia
2015 Best Acting and Animation, Biennial of Puppetry
Artists of Slovenia, Maribor, Slovenia
2015 Best Music, Biennial of Puppetry Artists of Slovenia,
Maribor, Slovenia
2015 Best Puppet Design, Biennial of Puppetry Artists of Slovenia,
Maribor, Slovenia
2015 Best Performance, Golden Stick Festival, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Duck, Death and the Tulip is a gentle, friendly and discreet staging, confronting
children with death without any embellishment or pathos, but rather through
a refined sense of delicacy of the selected topic. The narrative about illness,
departing and loss comes to life on the stage as a warm and vital story about the
preciousness of closeness and friendship. It is a suggestive fusion of live acting,
animation and shadow theatre, visually attracting and astonishing the children

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In Slovenian with translated
excerpts of particular parts in different languages | Minimum stage
size (length, depth, height) 10m x 9m x 4m | Staff on tour 5 | Audience
120, audience on stage

and at the same time unobtrusively caressing them and presenting them with a
thought about the transience and vulnerability of life. Although the puppet performance Duck, Death and the Tulip gives no answers to the question what happens when somebody dies, it actually offers many starting points for discussion.
The multi-award winning shadow performance Duck, Death and the Tulip was
directed by Italian director Fabrizio Montecchi, one of the greatest masters of
shadow theatre who for many years explores this fabulous form of art in his world
famous productions, staged in the Teatro Gioco Vita in Italy.
24
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D U C K , D E AT H A N D T H E T U L I P

27

|

KYO MACLEAR
VIRGINIA WOLF
VIRGINIJA VOLK

P R E M I E R E 2 0 17

Shadow performance

Virginia Wolf is one of the most profound and touching picture books that I have

50 M I N U T E S

ever read. I was carried away by the bold writing about the themes, which we usually
AN ODE TO LIFE, SANG THROUGH THE WORLD
OF SHADOWS AND COLOURS

Director Fabrizio Montecchi | Visual designer (based on motifs
of Isabelle Arsenault) Federica Ferrari | Adaptation and set designer
Fabrizio Montecchi | Composer Mitja Vrhovnik Smrekar | Songwriter Anja Golob | Stage manager and sound designer Luka Bernetič

do not discuss with our children and which we find difficult to accept even as adults.
Although Virginia’s disease has no name and Vanessa’s pain is hard to discuss,
that does not relieve us from not talking about them. The picture book also deeply
touched me by the fact that it is clearly imagination to which it attributes the power
of healing and comforting, or the ability to at least soften the bitter pain of the emotional wounds that everyone carries within him – or herself. It is about celebrating
imagination, capable of creating ‘places’, where one can search for the answers that
are otherwise so hard to find. — Fabrizio Montecchi

Performed by Martina Maurič Lazar, Maja Kunšič

After putting on stage his internationally acclaimed hit Duck, Death and the Tulip

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In English, or in Slovenian with 		
surtitles in different languages | Minimum stage size (length, depth,

Italian director and set designer Fabrizio Montecchi is returning to our theatre

height) 10m x 8m x 4,5m | Staff on tour 6 | Audience 200 | Special 		

with yet another touching story about the sisterly love between English writer

requirements Total darkness

Virginia Woolf, who suffered from depression and melancholy, and painter, Vanessa Bell. The story reminds us on the power and positive effect imagination or
art can have on regaining our strength and setting ourselves up on our feet. Both
the dark tempest, raging in Virginia, as well as the explosion of Vanessa’s colours,
are presented on stage with the imaginative power of shadow theatre. Drawn with
grace, subtlety, ease and compassion is the fantasy adventure between nightmares and dreams, which ends with an ode to life.

28
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VIRGINIA WOLF

31

|

J E R A I VA N C , B A S E D O N
P E T E R PA N B Y J . M . B A R R I E
P E T E R PA N

P R E M I E R E 2 0 17

Dramatic adventure

people we meet along the way. All these issues are addressed through a dynamic

80 MINUTES

interlacement of acting, dance and music, based on the motifs of Japanese NOH
A CAPTIVATING FABOULOSNESS
IN A MODERNISED ACTION VERSION

Director Yulia Roschina | Dramaturg Jera Ivanc | Set and costume
designer Vasilija Fišer | Composer Branko Rožman | Choreographer
Branko Potočan | Lighting designer Jaka Varmuž
Performed by Saša Pavlin Stosić, Nik Škrlec, Alenka Tetičkovič,
Jernej Kuntner, Jan Bučar, Nataša Keser / Ajda Toman, Voranc Boh

theatre. The actors become storytellers, who are building the performance
through establishing mutual connections and including spectators, who thus
become co-creators of the action. This interactive staging creates with minimal
elements magical spaces, inhabited by fairy-tale creatures, where we never stop
(if we feel like that, of course) playing.
The seven member cast has marvellously acted through and knitted together a
bunch of roles in an »interactive performance« with exceptionally rich costumes,
filling every little corner of the action space with bold artistry and above all imagination. The fact that the team worked in perfect synchrony would be even superfluous to mention. — Magda Tušar, Radio Slovenija

Peter Pan, a boy that refuses to grow up, has been fascinating children and
adults alike for the entire century. He tells us a story of growing up, taking
responsibilities, playfulness that we carry within ourselves, as well as of the
family and the unshakable power of imagination. The world of Peter Pan is a
fairy tale world, in which a pinch of fairy dust and some happy thoughts can lift

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In Slovenian with surtitles in
different languages | Minimum stage sizes (length, depth, height)
11m x 11m x 4,5m | Staff on tour 12 | Audience 130

us into the air. It is a world of Neverland, inhabited by the Lost Boys, mermaids,
roguish fairies, wise Indians, fearful captain Hook and his pirate comrades and
also a world, offering a myriad of opportunities for adventures.
The story of Peter Pan and his friends and enemies opens up through the
exciting adventures of its crazy characters, the eternal themes of growing up,
and of the paths that every human being walks through his live. Neverland is an
intermediate stop between childhood and adulthood, visited by every man at
least ones in his lifetime. The performance opens up a space for contemplation
about responsibilities, brought about by the process of growing up, changing
and personal maturing; it also discusses the relationships, we build with the
32
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P E T E R PA N
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ASJA KAHRIMANOVIĆ
BABNIK, ZAL A DOBOVŠEK,
NINA ŠORAK, TIN GRABNAR
SOMEWHERE ELSE
NEKJE DRUGJE
Chalk-drawn animated tale

P R E M I E R E 2 0 17

|

50 M I N U T E S

is quite delicate and painful, therefore it often remains concealed. It is however
quite necessary to discuss it, and especially in front of the youngest audience.
The performance includes a variety of modern technological approaches to puppet theatre. The classical puppet animation is intertwined with live video projections and virtual drawings. The actress and animatoress draws on a rotating table
the environment, strolling around which we see the main heroine – the little girl.

WHAT DOES THE WORLD OF THE ATROCITIES OF WAR

She uses chalk to draw hilly landscapes, high skyscrapers and shuddering soldiers.

LOOK LIKE, WHEN SEEN THROUGH A CHILD’S EYES?

It is a simple bar drawing, magically coming to life during the performance. The
drawn figures are moving around the surface of the rotating table and reacting to

Director Tin Grabnar | Visual designer Matija Medved | Stop-

the environments, in which they find themselves. This effect results from the fact

motion animation Matija Medved, Lea Vučko | Dramaturg Zala

that the chalk drawing is actually complemented by the hidden projected image,

Dobovšek | Assistant director Nina Šorak | Costume designer Sara

which is moving according to the stop-motion animation principle. This visually

Smrajc Žnidaršič | Composer Mitja Vrhovnik Smrekar | Video

animated adventure is interesting for theatre artists, animators and filmmakers

mapping Boštjan Čadež | Sound effects Mateja Starič | Lighting

alike, especially because they allow strong intertwinement of variety of genres.

designer Kristjan Vidner | Stage manager and sound designer Aleš

The video projections absorb the audience into the very heart of an exciting story

Erjavec | Video technology Erik Krkač

about the atrocities of war, which are “fortunately” happening “somewhere else”.
Or maybe not?

Performed by Asja Kahrimanović Babnik / Ajda Toman
The performance Somewhere Else is a part of the Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana
BiTeater project that not only opens up the way to experimental creation and inThe performance tells us about a little girl, who finds herself caught in the middle

terdisciplinary combination of a variety of artistic fields, but also aims to explore

of the war. It is through her eyes that we observe her changing city, filled with

new performative options in the field of puppet theatre. Tin Grabnar, a director

horrors, violence and fear. But, hope too. Threatening planes are flying over the

of younger generation, expands his field of interest as in classical as well as in

city, the streets are empty and there is no food left on the shelves in the store. The

alternative, dance and puppet theatre.

school is closed. And every now and then gunshots are heard nearby. Her environment gradually changes… And becomes intolerable.
Somewhere Else is a touching story about the absurdity of war and its horrors.

2017 International Puppet Festival PIF, Zagreb, Croatia

How do the atrocities of war look like through children’s eyes? It is only through
this perspective that we can fully understand the absurdity of war. This topic

36
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(length, depth, height) 4m x 4m x 4m | Staff on tour 7 | Audience 70 | Special requirements On-stage view (raked seating)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In Slovenian with surtitles in different languages | Minimum stage size

39
SOMEWHERE ELSE
38

|

J A N U S Z KO R C Z A K , A N A D U Š A
K I N G M AT T T H E F I R S T
K R A L J M AT E V Ž E K P R V I

P R E M I E R E 2 0 17

Dramatic performance

This interactive performance, in which the young audience is invited to speak

10 0 M I N U T E S

up, as the stage is transformed into a children’s parliament, addresses the issues
A PERFORMANCE, DRAWING CHILDREN INTO
AN ACTIVE POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

Director Anja Suša | Dramaturg Petra Pogorevc | Set and costume
designer Maja Mirković | Composer Laren Polič Zdravič |
Choreographer Damjan Kecojević | Lighting designer Mats Öhlin |
Stage manager and sound designer Emil Koprivc | Lights Srečo Brezovar
Performed by Primož Ekart, Voranc Boh, Rok Kunaver,
Zala Ana Štiglic, Nina Ivanič, Urška Hlebec, Jan Bučar

of ruling, rightfulness, politics and power relations. It is based on the assumption that children and younger teenagers represent an active part of society,
well aware of different, even the less pleasant realities of our time; that they are
capable of both contemplation as well as social reflection about the world, into
which they are growing up.
The performance is carefully and precisely directed; it boasts a clear vision
and concept, supported by an aesthetically completed and relevantly versatile
costume design, overall visual appearance as well as convincing acting.
— Anja Radaljac, Delo
In the excellent performance King Matt the First direct democracy is introduced

King Matt the First is a story about a boy who takes over the throne after a

by children. — Marjan Horvat, Mladina

sudden death of his father – the king. Despite of all his efforts to rule according
to his own common sense and rightfully, he is unable to avoid the demands of
the ministers and parliament, who rather represent the interests of the adults
and not of the children. In order to meet the needs of all citizens, he sets up a

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In Slovenian with surtitles in 		
different languages | Minimum stage size (length, depth, height)

children’s parliament. But instead of settling down, the things become even

18m x 18m x 5,5m | Staff on tour 13 | Audience 100 | Special requirements

more complicated as Matt is more and more aware of the fact that ruling and

Grid for hanging curtains

democracy conceal countless traps and dilemmas, which cannot be solved in a
simple way.
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N E D G L A S I E R , E M I LY L I M
A N D C O M PA N Y T H R E E
BRAINSTORM
V I H A R V G L AV I

P R E M I E R E 2 0 18

Theatre adventure

The theatre adventure Brainstorm borrowed from its original version its con-

75 M I N U T E S

cept, idea and scientific basis. The text for the performance was conceived siA PERFORMANCE ABOUT TEENAGERS,
WITH TEENAGERS AND FOR TEENAGERS

Director Primož Ekart | Dramaturg Ana Duša | Translation
and adaptation Primož Ekart, Ana Duša, group Brainstorm |
Set designer Damir Leventić | Choreographer Sebastjan Starič |
Costume designer Maja Mirković | Composer Koala Voice | Lighting
designer Igor Remeta | Assistant directors Ana Kozina, Helena
Šukljan
Performed by Jaka Babič, Neža Dvorščak, Matic Eržen,
Nace Korošec, Julita Kropec, Tilen Lajevec, Ana Logar,
Aja Markovič, Ronja Matijevec Jerman, Maks Mihajlović,
Jon Napotnik, Sergej Osterc, Urška Pečevnik, Ana Pribošič,
Alica Ela Rogelj, Aleksandra Staroveški, Svit Stefanija

multaneously, during a six-month theatrical process, in which 17 young people,
aged between 14 and 19, led by their creative team, explored their relationship to
the world, parents, peers and themselves.
Thus the original source material intertwines in the performance with the
personal experiences and stories of the participating teenagers. In addition to
the scientific insight into the functioning of teenage brain, also unveiling in
front of the spectators are the intellectual and emotional world of young people,
particularly in relation to their parents as well as the world of their desires,
expectations, fears and hopes.
A thoughtful, dynamic and from time to time touching stage event.
— Gregor Butala, Dnevnik
It is not surprising that the performance, which is authentic, wild, unpredictable,
witty and charming just like its protagonists, always ends with standing ovations.
— Saša Eržen, Mladina

Brainstorm was devised after a theatre plan for the homonymous performance
by Ned Glasier, Emily Lim and thirteen teenagers of the London based Company Three. Taking part in the original production was also a group of neuroscientists, who assisted the creators in searching for answers about the functioning
of teenage brain.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION In English | Minimum stage size
(length, depth, height) 10m x 8m x 5m | Staff on tour 12 | Audience 200 |
Special requirements Darkness is necessary
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L O T T E FA A R U P
ONCE WE GOT LOST
N E KO Č , KO N A S N I B I L O V E Č

P R E M I E R E 2 0 15

Dramatic performance

The performance addresses the issue of a divorce in an amazingly refreshing

70 M I N U T E S

way, without pretending, openly and frankly, without judging and morally
A TOUCHING STORY ABOUT GROWING UP WAY TOO FAST

Director Anja Suša | Dramaturg Petra Pogorevc | Set designer
Zorana Petrov | Costume designer Sara Smrajc Žnidarčič |
Composer Laren Polič Zdravič | Choreographer Damjan Kecojević |
Lighting designer Srečo Brezovar
Performed by Rok Kunaver, Jernej Kuntner, Ajda Toman /
Nataša Keser a. g., Nataša Tič Ralijan a. g.

Once We Got Lost is an astonishing, poetical and touching story about growing
up way to fast, written by the Danish playwright and stage director Lotte
Faarup. It is a story about two children, who try to save their parents’ marriage

or ethically opting for or against the actions of the main actors. Since we all
know that it is quite necessary to talk about everything, theatre for children
and young people certainly seems to be one of the most important places for
such a dialogue. The show, which was first performed at the Danish Det Olske
Orkester, was awarded the “Best Performance for Children 2013” – the Danish
Reumert Award.

2017 Golden Stick Festival, Ljubljana

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In Slovenian, with English surtitles |
Minimum stage size (length, depth, height) 12m x 8m x 4m | Staff on tour 9 |
Audience 150 | Special requirements Stands stage-left and stage-right

and eventually get lost in the chaos of the grownups’ quarrels. The drama
features a divorce as seen through children’s eyes, discussing freely, frankly
and vividly what is actually happening behind the doors of the children’s room,
when a war between the separated parents is raging in front of them, when the
family idyll is replaced by jealousy, hidden aggression, fury and despair. Suddenly faced with a world that turns upside down, the two children (brother and
sister) deal with their losses and stormy feelings in their own way.
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FRANZ POCCI,
CÉLIA HOUDART
OPEN THE OWL
MISTERIJ SOVE
Intermedia interpretation of The Owl Castle (1936)

P R E M I E R E 2 0 17

|

50 M I N U T E S

Open the Owl represents – apart from its exceptional artistic value – a wonderful
theatre collaboration: generational, cross‑border, genre… as well as collaboration
with the audience. Open the Owl is a multi‑layered story which offers multiple
points of view of its spectators, as the theatre literally expands, opens up, displays
before the audience. So many layers mean walking on thin ice, but when everything works out, it’s a treat. The mystery of theatre revealed to the audience.

A PROVOCATIVE, INGENIOUS AND INTELLIGENT
STAGE WORK ABOUT TRICKERY, SELFISHNESS

Renaud Herbin has intrigued the spectators with his rewrite of this age-old tale

AND AMBITIOUSNESS

of ruse, manipulation and ambition and also offered them a fantastic taste
of independence.— Radio France International

Director Renaud Herbin | Dramaturg Mateja Bizjak Petit |
Set designer Mathias Baudry | Lighting designer Fanny Bruschi |

The intertwinement of the marionettes, modelled after the originals by a Slovenian

Sound image designer Morgan Daguenet | Artistic consultant

puppeteer, the video projections that reveal the work of the animators as well as the

Nino Laisné | Stage manager and sound designer Luka Bernetič |

actors and the updated text, rewritten by the contemporary author Célia Houdart, is

Lighting technician Niko Štabuc | Stage technician Luka Moškrič

both an aesthetical and a dramaturgical success. — Christina Marino, Le Monde

Performed by Maja Kunšič, Iztok Lužar

We should also not overlook the acting and animation, entrusted to the two puppeteers from Slovenia, one more skilful than the other in breathing movement into the

Coproduction of Ljubljana Puppet Theatre (Slovenia)

puppets… — Tout la Culture

and TJP Strasbourg – Centre Dramatique National d’Alsace (France)
Open the Owl is a stage work with a refined feeling for a wide range of theatrical
tools, languages and procedures, but at the same time an excellent social experiment
Director Renaud Herbin found his inspiration for the performance in our the-

that, the moment we perceive it as such, turns back into a theatre piece – it is an

atre’s storehouse, and thus based Open the Owl on The Owl Castle, a play created in

attempt that requires theatricality, theatre environment and its conventions.

1936 by Slovenian puppeteer Milan Klemenčič, along with the miniature puppets

— Anja Radaljac, Delo

made for the play. Célia Houdart upgraded Franz Pocci’s The Owl Castle, a story
of Knight Chukolov who has been turned into an owl and would not be redeemed
until he looses all his feathers, into a text which exposes even more the timeless
topics of metamorphosis, greed, possession and insanity.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In Slovenian with surtitles
in different languages | Minimum stage size (length, depth, height)
8m x 13m x 6m | Staff on tour 6 | Audience 60
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M I K H A I L A . B U L G A KO V
T H E M A S T E R A N D M A R G A R I TA
M O J S T E R I N M A R G A R E TA
Intermedia omnibus

THE PERFORMANCE THE MASTER AND MARGARITA
CONSISTS OF TWO SEPARATE SHOWS - SESSION
BULGAKOV, DIRECTED BY MATIA SOLCE,
AND MARGARITA, A THEATRE GOSPEL…

The Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana has honoured the 70th anniversary of its
establishment with a spectacular staging of The Master and Margarita, including
more than hundred performers – the actors of the Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana,
the singers of the Partisan Choir and the Vinko Vodopivec Choir from Primorska
Region as well as many other participants.
The performance, which occupied the entire LGL building, turned it into a space
of total theatre, where the main role was taken over by the audience, which –
sometimes freely and at other times stimulated by the performance –, moved
around the spaces, invigorating them with its activity and reflection. Corridors,
offices, dressing rooms and halls turned into more than 20 visual and performance installations, such as cabaret show, invisible theatre, sound installations,
visual performance and other variations of different theatrical expressions.

The Master and Margarita in the Ljubljana Puppet Theatre: A rarely seen
spectacle. — Gregor Butala, Dnevnik

In addition to the interactive journey and visual installations the event combined
two performances, a puppet-object brain-storming Session Bulgakov (the first

One of the most ambitious and diverse theatre projects in our country in recent

part of the novel), directed by Matija Solce and a drama performance Margarita,

times... — Anja Radaljac, Delo

a Theatre Gospel (the second part of the novel), directed by Mirjana Medojević.
“Now this is a performance,” I said to my friend when it ended, “in which I would love
Both performances are designed to tour and can be performed separately.

to live.” Because, as already said before, it resembles the life itself. But the life at times
when we are making the most of it. — Katja Perat, Mladina
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|

60 M I N U T E S

S E S S I O N BU LG A KOV

Pup pe t - o bj e c t b ra i n - s to r mi n g
Directed and adapted by Matija Solce | Set designer Tomáš Žižka |
Dramaturgs Tjaša Bertoncelj, Benjamin Zajec | Puppet designer
Brane Solce | Lighting designer Kristjan Vidner | Video Gregor
Gobec
Performed by Gašper Malnar, Miha Arh, Filip Šebšajevič

Session Bulgakov is a reconstruction of the novel, set up on the dynamics of contrasts between burlesque and abstract images of object theatre, which remained
on the ruins of the confusion, left behind by Satan and his accomplices. In its
fragmentation and through the rhytmization of words, gestures and sounds
it combines the associations on today’s obsessed world and the tragic side of
everyman with his problems, fears and desires. A trio of actors, animators and
musicians puts the spectators into the role of witnesses and eyewitnesses to
specific events, leading them through some originally interpreted pictures of the
novel at a dynamic pace.
The play filled with dramatic expression, poetic impressions, playfulness and
simultaneous flirtation with an ironic criticism of the world will leave different
responses and options for interpretation. We discover sense either in Bulgakov’s
fleshy subject matter, coming to life in front of our eyes as object theatre or in the
work’s musical dramaturgy, which is at times explicitly concert. In the performance we either recognize ourselves as patients in a social institution or we
simply immerse ourselves into the flow of associations in this session, filled with
inventive twists.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION In English | Minimum stage size
(length, depth, height) 4m x 5m x 4m | Staff on tour 6 | Audience 100 |
Special requirements Darkness and raked seating
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1 20 M I N U T E S

MA R G A R I TA

A t hea t re g osp el
Director, lighting, set and costume designer Mirjana Mendojević |
Composers Ina Puntar, Vid Drašler, Nil Ferro Seliškar
Performed by Tamara Avguštin, Nina Skrbinšek, Sonja
Kononenko, Mirjana Medojević, Ina Puntar, Vid Drašler

Margarita, a Theatre Gospel follows through the drama theatre the paths of
Margarita Nikolayevna, as depicted in the second part of Bulgakov’s novel. Put
in the forefront is the demystification of the novel, the creative process and the
performance itself, which literally “calls a devil”. It creates a dangerous ground, a
playing ground, where it also plays with its audience.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In English | Minimum stage size 		
(length, depth, height) 14m x 10m x 5m | Staff on tour 6 | Audience 100 |
Special requirements The audience is seating separately on two sides
(2 x 50); darkness
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FYODOR M. DOSTOEVSKY
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
ZLOČIN IN KAZEN

P R E M I E R E 2 0 17

|

270 M I N U T E S

Site-specific performance

GLEDALIŠKO RAZPIRANJE IN POETIČNO
UPROSTORJANJE DUHOVNEGA KOZMOSA
DOSTOJEVSKEGA

Director Mirjana Medojević | Composer Samo Kutin | Costume
designer Tijana Todorović | Lighting designer Mirjana Medojević
Performed by Tamara Avguštin, Nejc Cijan Garlatti,
Janez Škof, Samo Kutin
Production Academy of Theatre, Radio, Film and Television

The performance Crime and Punishment enters into a relationship with the
dimension of the novel, moreover bearing on its shoulders the weight of history,
through the two key dimensions of the performance, as well as with its determination of space and time. Sited at the crossroads of the two branches of the Tunnel, it
finds its fleshy placement in the dark and humid paths of this place. Its duration
reveals vast and detailed images of the miserable, humiliated and offended. Three
actors skilfully switch between the various characters, while their individual voices come to life through joint acting, through dialogue. With its precise and poetic
theatre language the performance opens Dostoevsky’s spiritual cosmos, while
constantly testing as the relationships in the breakdown of common time, as well
as the relationships with the spectators.— An excerpt from the commentary
by the Association of Theatre Critics and Theatrologists

2017 Best Performance in the 2016/2017 Season according
to the Association of Theatre Critics and Theatrologists
TECHNICAL INFORMATION In Slovenian with surtitles in 		
different languages | Minimum stage size (length, depth, height)
14m x 10m x 5m | Staff on tour 8 | Audience 200 | Special requirements
A site-specific performance to be adjusted to the available space
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MIL AN KLEMENČIČ,
B A S E D O N 18 T H C . M O T I F S
D O C T O R FA U S T U S ( 1 9 3 6 )
D O K T O R FA U S T (1 93 6 )

P R E M I E R E 2 0 16

|

60 M I N U T E S

Puppetheque performance

Director Jelena Sitar | Adaptation and dramaturgy Jelena Sitar,
Igor Cvetko | Puppet and stage designer Milan Klemenčič |
Puppets, sets and costumes reproduced by Jože Lašič, Maja Peterlin,
Aleksandra Gruden, Vlado Stjepić | Composer Igor Cvetko
Performed by Miha Arh, Boštjan Sever, Lovro Finžgar, Aja Kobe

The tale of a scholar who sold his soul to the devil has been inspiring European
art for centuries. Today, the most famous reworking of the motif is considered
to be the German legend based on Dr Johannes Faust, a historical figure from
the early 16th century, whose life grew into a folk legend through German oral
tradition, becoming the subject of countless retellings and interpretations. Milan
Klemenčič adapted the Leipzig version of the puppet play and staged it in 1938
in his own Miniature Puppets Theatre. We invite you to immerse yourself into
the spirit of the great master and enjoy a puppetry masterpiece, which was
revived by the Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana in 1982.
Doctor Faustus is a part of the puppetheque museum programme, aimed at bringing back to life some historical puppet performances. After the show you will be
able to see the backstage of the artist’s miniature theatre. The original puppets
from the performance Doctor Faustus are on display at the permanent exhibition
of the Museum of Puppetry at Ljubljana Castle.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION In Slovenian with surtitles 		
in different languages | Minimum stage size (length, depth, height) 		
4m x 4m x 3,5m | Staff on tour 7 | Audience 40 | Special requirements
On-stage view
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AMIT DRORI
MONKEYS
OPICE

P R E M I E R E 2 0 18

Robotic ritual

Israeli artist Amit Drori is a theatre director and set designer who also creates

50 M I N U T E S

impressive robotic puppets, boasting emotional and poetic functions. He is

Author and director Amit Drori | Co-author and lighting designer
Ofer Laufer | Dramaturg Sylwia Drori | Mechatronics and programming Zvika Markfeld, Nils Houtteman, Amit Drori, Ofer Zvik |
Hardware Ofer Zvik | Coding and software Zvika Markfeld, Nils
Houtteman, Amit Drori
Performed by Amit Drori, Sylwia Drori, Ofer Laufer

director of the Hazira Performance Art Arena and professor at the School of
Visual Theatre in Jerusalem. In the past ten years, he has developed a unique
visual theatre, in which he combines his knowledge from the fields of philosophy,
puppetry and animation with robotics, live performers, video projections and
open source technology.

CONTACT amitdrori.com

Production of Hazira – Performance Art Arena, Amit Drori (Israel) |
In collaboration with: Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana, TJP Strasbourg –
Centre Dramatique National d’Alsace Strasbourg and Theatre Garonne,
Toulouse, Maison de la Marionnette, Tournai, Israel Festival, Jerusalem
and Fest Factory, Bat Yam

The performance, designed and crafted by Drori and his collaborators during a
period of five years, depicts a group of exotic, robotic monkeys on their journey
to reality. They live in a mechanical universe, in their perfect, artificial micro cosmos, a world of light and sound technology. But they are at the same time opening
up a way to establishing a relationship with the humans: expanding questions of
the borders between the human and the mechanical, between the alive and the
“dead”, between the moving and the static, between art and science. Used in this
performance are the so called open source technology, EMG, traditional and modern processing technology as well as the wood and metal processing technology.
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AT T H E S T I L L P O I N T
OF THE TURNING WORLD
NA MIRUJOČI TOČKI
V R T E Č E G A S E S V E TA

P R E M I E R E 2 0 18

Dance and puppet poetry

At the Still Point of the Turning World is a second part of the diptych by French

|

60 M I N U T E S

stage director Renaud Herbin, presented in a Slovenian-French co-production.

Director Renaud Herbin | In collaboration with Julie Nioche, Sir Alice and Aïtor Sanz Juanes | Set designer Mathias Baudry | Puppets
Paulo Duarte | Lighting designer Fanny Bruschi

The TJP – Centre Dramatique National d’Alsace from Strasbourg endeavours
to tangibly reveal the richness of modern performing creativity and its connectedness with the art and heritage of puppetry in particular.

Performed by Renaud Herbin, Julie Nioche / Lisa Miramond,
Sir Alice, Aïtor Sanz Juanes

CONTACT www.tjp-strasbourg.com

Production of TJP Strasbourg – Centre Dramatique National d’Alsace
(France) | Co-producers: Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana, Maison de

la Culture d’Amiens – Pôle européen de création et de production,
Théâtre de Sartrouville et des Yvelines – Centre dramatique national

A drawn space, an abstract field, composed of hundreds of suspended marionettes. In this visual and choreographic project the marionettes form a compact,
motionless community and illustrate a metaphor for hanging time, or beings,
waiting to evolve into something that no longer belongs to them. What will the
passing of the giant human beings bring? It is a story about the tension between
the peace and turmoil, the human and motionless material world as well as the
determined forces that make us move in one way or another.
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N O V E LT I E S I N T H E U P C O M I N G S E A S O N S

I G O R S T R AV I N S K Y
THE RITE OF SPRING
POSVETITEV POMLADI

FRAN LEVSTIK
M A R T I N K R PA N
Wild puppet adventure

Puppet rite

Director Matjaž Farič | Visual designer Barbara Stupica

Director Tin Grabnar | Visual designer Špela Trobec

Sacrifice is often associated with manipulation. And the same applies to a puppet,

We will be marking the 70th anniversary of the establishment of the Lutkovno

which is often considered a metaphor for manipulation as well. Intertwining in

gledališče Ljubljana by putting on stage one of the fundamental works of

the mentioned are two fragments of thinking, leading to a staging of The Rite

Slovenian literature in a modern interpretation by a young theatre director Tin

of Spring with puppets. It is a challenge which includes the understanding of

Grabnar. The story of Martin Krpan, secretly smuggling salt with his mare, will

movement as a metaphor for life. This staging of The Rite of Spring will be much

unfold on a traditional puppet stage with a small square opening, through which

more than just a manipulation. It will be a question of how much life we can

we will be able to see a wide variety of worlds. The ancient stage will be rolling,

breathe into something that will soon be sacrificed.

deconstructing and re-constructing again. It will also offer a secret gaze backstage
and thus disclose some new perspectives of viewing.
Intertwining with the technical virtuosity, rhythmicity and coordination of
animators will be some stage tricks and magic, establishing by means of a play of
theatrical illusion a new level of modern puppetry.

PREMIERES IN MARCH 2019
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THE WEAKNESS OF POWER
Š I B KO S T M O Č I

H E R M A N M E LV I L L E
M O B Y-D I C K

Puppet miniature

Visual theatre performance

Directors Jiři Zeman, Martina Maurič Lazar | Visual designer

Director Yngvild Aspeli

Gregor Lorenci
The Weakness of Power is an original project, dealing with the intimacy of power.

Co-producers Puppentheater Halle, Figurteater i Nordland,

The authors will be exploring the area of the intimate puppet and object theatre.

Nordland Teater, Le Mouffetard – Theatre de la Marionnette a Paris,

They will be looking for the materials expanding or reducing the things seen and

Le TJP – CDN de Strasbourg, Le Theatre a Auxerre, Bord2Scènes

allowing several points of view on the chosen subject. They like marionettes,

a Vitry-le-Francois and Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana

because of the strings allowing their manipulation. Will they stay in the comfort
zone or rather focus on the puppet manipulation? Let us leave this decision to the

“No-one captures this battle between man and nature like Hermann Melville in

theatre.

Moby Dick. The book tells the tale of a whaling expedition, but also the story of an
obsession, and an investigation into the meaning of life. It is filled with strong images, fascinating characters; the violently beautiful ocean with it´s unpredictable
strength against the fragile ship balancing on the surface of the endless depth of
the mysterious underwater-world. An ancient white whale and a captain steering
his ship into destruction. Against the fathomless infinity of the sea, the big questions of existence rises in the human heart. Moby Dick is a book you come back
to, again and again, because each time you discover a new layer, as it is gripping,
funny and filled with strange wisdom.” — Yngvild Aspeli

PREMIERES IN JUNE 2019
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MUSEUM OF PUPPETRY

MUSEUM OF PUPPETRY

THE IMAGES OF SLOVENIAN
P U P P E T R Y A R T, 1 9 10 —19 9 0

		

The Museum of Puppetry is a part of the Lutkovno

The most interesting part of the Museum of Puppetry is by all means its per-

		

gledališče Ljubljana. The permanent exhibition of the

manent exhibition of puppets entitled The Images of Slovenian Puppetry Art,

		

Museum of Puppetry is showcased at the Ljubljana Castle,

1910–1990. It exposes the importance of the puppetry heritage, which was so far

		

whereas the Museum Research Department operates in the

often ignored and neglected in Slovenia and is thus presented here in this form for

		

Ljubljana Puppet Theatre.

the very first time.

This year, the Museum of Puppetry – a joint project of the Ljubljana Puppet

With its selected works it pays tribute to the most important puppet names and

Theatre and the Ljubljana Castle –, already celebrates its 3 anniversary. The

performances, created in the last century within various movements of puppetry

Museum Department, which was established in the Ljubljana Puppet Theatre

art in Slovenia. Although the list of the interesting performances and exhibits is cer-

and may as well be described as a pioneer work for the Slovenian puppet art, since

tainly much more comprehensive than its selection, which we as the creators of the

the latter had so far never been treated in due professional manner, has also been

museum were able to include in the exhibition, each of the performances displayed

gradually introducing – in addition to the permanent exhibition of Slovenian pup-

in the museum, brought about a substantial change: in its technology, art design,

pets –, a systematic care for Slovenian puppet heritage. Although the puppet art

treatment of theatre space… or strongly touched its audiences as well as influenced

has an enormous value for the Slovenian culture as a separate theatre category,

their perception of the puppet theatre and could therefore not be overlooked.

rd

it has so far never been treated comprehensively. The efforts for establishing of
the Slovenian Museum of Puppetry are dating back to the mid-1980s. Thus the

The exhibition is conceived in two levels. Its first part, devoted to the period,

Museum of Puppetry represents a pioneer work for Slovenian puppet history, as it

starting from the year 1910, when the painter Milan Klemenčič staged the first

commences an extremely important part of its mission: a systematic monitoring

Slovenian marionette performance at his home takes its visitor from the so called

and evaluating of puppet heritage and production of Slovenian puppet theatres.

“Sokol” puppetry, the first manual puppets, created by Dr. Niko Kuret and the partisan puppet theatre to the establishment of the first professional puppet theatre…

Showcased for the visitors at the Ljubljana Castle is a permanent exhibition enti-

until the year 1968, when the departure of the first director and artistic director

tled Images of the Slovenian Puppetry Art, 1910—1990. The collection comprises a

of the City Puppet Theatre (or today’s Ljubljana Puppet Theatre) Jože Pengov,

series of objects, including in addition to the puppets a variety of scenic elements,

marked the ending of the period of asserting of puppetry as a genuine art. The

technical drawings, documents, etc. The museum has been preparing and

second part of the exhibition focuses on the important Slovenian artists from dif-

conducting creative workshops, educational programmes as well as establishing

ferent fields of art, who tried to approach through their puppet performances the

important international connections.

concept of an integrated work of art. The exhibition touches modernity only with
particular glimpses only aimed to extend the classical puppet’s reference space.

www.lutkovnimuzej.si
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F E S T I VA L S A N D P R O J E C T S

L U T K E 2 02 0
1 5 T H B I E N N A L F E S T I VA L
OF CONTEMPORARY
PUPPETRY ART
Every two years the International Festival of Puppetry Art LUTKE enriches the
capital’s cultural space with original, quality and versatile international production of puppet, object and visual theatre. The main premise of festival’s selection
revolves around daring, challenging, provocative, inspiring and above all high
quality puppet performances with an international dimension.
Combining traditional puppetry knowledge and daring exploration that enables
development of contemporary technologies and new materials, this Festival’s performances offer versatile visual expressions, readdress proven puppet practices
and confirm endless and unimagined possibilities of puppet expression.
The selected performances are designed for children, young people and adults.
The Festival’s programme is enriched by various exhibitions, off-festival activities, workshops and street actions.

lgl.si/en/festivals/festival-lutke/

10 –1 3 S E P T E M B E R 2020
A N Y W H E R E | T H E AT R E D E L’ E N T R O U V E R T ( F R A N C E )
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F E S T I VA L Z L ATA PA L I Č I C A
B I E N N I A L F E S T I VA L
OF PERFORMING ARTS FOR
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
The Zlata paličica (Golden Stick) Festival is a Slovenian biennial festival of performing arts for children and young people, organised by the Lutkovno gledališče
Ljubljana (Ljubljana Puppet Theatre), Slovenski gledališki inštitut (Slovenian
Theatre Institute) and Cankarjev Dom Cultural and Congress Centre.
The festival showcases the best Slovenian drama, musical, puppet, dance and
experimental performances for young spectators, aiming to present the most successful artistic achievements in the field of performing arts. One of the festival’s
long-term goals is to establish a quality exchange between the fields of culture and
education. We promote selected performances as recommendable educational
contents in the field of performing arts, as well as devote special attention to
developing of particular accompanying pedagogical materials and preparing little
spectators for watching of their theatrical performances. The festival is thus also
becoming a platform for pedagogues, selecting interesting contents for kindergartens and schools.And last but not least, it also provides the best information about
current productions for foreign selectors.
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N. A .P.P.
NUMERIC’S ART
PUPPETRY PROJECT

SMALL SIZE
EUROPEAN NETWORK
FOR DIFFUSION OF PERFORMING
A R T S F O R E A R LY Y E A R S

Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana is a part of European N.A.P.P. (Numeric’s Art

Small Size is a European networking project and organisation joining the more

Puppetry Project), focusing on contemporary approaches to puppetry art in

important players in the field of theatre for early years (0–6 years), in which the

conjunction with digital art. The project unites four well-known European

LPT has cooperated since its very beginning in 2005. The network of organisa-

institutions, boasting rich puppetry art heritage. Collaborating in it besides the

tions prepares activities that focus on the development and promotion of theatre

Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana are the Centre de la Marionnette de la Commu-

for early years.

nauté Française from Belgium, Teatrul Municipal Tony Bulandra from Romania
and Action Culturelle du Val de Lorraine from France.

The Small Size international association has its seat in Bologna and joins 83
centres for performing arts for early years from all over Europe. As a networking

The purpose of this collaboration is expansion of the reference field of puppet art

organisation, it is a member of Assitej International. Most activities of the

to the new forms of hybrid staging as well as development of practical knowledge

network are supported by EU funding programmes (Culture, Creative Europe).

and skills in the field of modern puppetry art, attracting of new audiences, helping
young artists at the beginning of their professional career, encouraging of international artistic exchange…
www.smallsize.org

napp2020.eu/index.php/fr/
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ABOUT THE LUTKOVNO GLEDALIŠČE L JUBL JANA
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Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana, established in 1948, was the first
Slovenian professional theatre. It resides in the former Mestni dom
(Civic Home) at the Krekov trg in the heart of the city centre.
It boasts 6 venues, suitable for a wide variety of events: Veliki oder (Grand
Stage), for up to 250 spectators, Mali oder (Small Stage), for up to 90 spectators, Šentjakobski oder (St Jacob’s Stage), for up to 200 spectators, Oder pod
zvezdami (Stage under the Stars), for up to 300 spectators, Tunel (the Tunnel)
for up to 50 spectators and Kulturnica, situated on Židovska steza 1, for up
to 60 spectators. The theatre’s main lobby in front of the Grand and Small
Stages, adorned with the illustrations by a young, award-winning Slovenian
illustrator Matija Medved, was renovated in autumn 2015.
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A puppet workshop operates in the framework of LGL’s technical
services, making set elements, props and above all puppets –
of all possible techniques. In its work, a special emphasis is given to
exploring new materials and developing new technologies. A regular
team of six employees (sculptors, technologists, dressmakers) works
with many external co-workers. The workshop facilities also enable
the organisation of master classes and educational courses.
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The Theatre Bookstore and Box Office is situated at the backside
of the theatre building and across the lower Funicular Railway Station,
connecting the City Centre with the Ljubljana Castle. Among other tourist attractions the Ljubljana Castle also boasts the Museum of Puppetry,
which opened its doors in May 2015. It is there and then that the LGL
Museum Department was established as well, within which a pioneering
work was accomplished for a systematic preservation of Slovenia’s rich
puppetry heritage in addition to setting up of a permanent exhibition,
entitled The Images of Slovenian Puppetry Art, 1910—1990
and occasional showcasing of some oldest Slovenian puppet
performances at the Castle Theatre.
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One of the greatest tourist attractions of Lutkovno gledališče Ljubljana
are Martin Krpan and his good old mare. The most famous Slovenian
fictional hero steps out of the theatre’s roof turret, adorned with
a clock, every full hour.
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ENSEMBLE A JDA TOMAN, ROK KUNAVER, ANA HRIBAR, MATEVŽ MÜLLER, JAN BUČAR, JERNEJ KUNTNER,
ALENKA TETIČKOVIČ, A JA KOBE, SONJA KONONEKO, IZTOK LUŽAR, LOVRO FINŽGAR, MIHA ARH, NINA
IVANIČ, MA JA KUNŠIČ, MARTINA MAURIČ L AZAR, URŠKA HLEBEC, BRANE VIŽINTIN, GAŠPER MALNAR
(NINA, SKRBINŠEK, POLONCA KORES, VORANC BOH, ZAL A ŠTIGLIC)
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LGL IS FINANCED BY

The projects are financed by the European Commission. The content
of this publication is the sole responsibility of its authors and does not
in any way reflect the position or opinion of the European Commission.

LGL IS SPONSORED BY

L G L I S A M E M B E R O F T H E F O L L O W I N G A S S O C I AT I O N S
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